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S~~';:~l numerical examples are presented for radio propagation over a three· s ec tion pa th. These 
are based on formulas which were derive d earli e r [Fu rut su, 1957a, 1957b, 1959, 1963; Furutsu , Wilker
son, and Hart mann, 1964J in whic h the he ight and the e lec trical properties of each sec tion may be 
d iffe ren t. F irs t the path is assumed to be a land-sea-Iand path and a sea-land-sea path wi th no he ight 
difference; the atten uation using this model is obtained both for the fl a t earth a nd the sp he rical earth 
and the val ues are compared to show th e asy mptoti c approach of these two value s at short distances. 
Second , the e ffec t of the he ight a nd width of a mesa is illu s trated and the att e nuat icn valu es a re co m· 
pared to the va lues obtained whe n the obs tac le is a knife-edge of the same he ight. Next the effec t 
of vary ing the rece ive r he ight is prese nted when the pat h is eit he r a sea- land-sea path or a la nd-sea- land 
path . F inall y, examp les of the atten ua tion caused by both a channel and an is land having bluffs are 
given whi ch illus trate the recove ry effect as we ll as the diffract ion loss in th e vic inity of the coastlines. 

I. Introduction 
T his paper presents so me numerical res ults obtained ass umi ng a three-sect ion inho moge neous 

earth whic h may be either s pher ical or flat. It is a continuation of a paper which assumed a two
section earth [Furutsu, Wilkerson, and Hartmann, 1964]. These two papers a re based on a theory 
of radio wave propagation whic h was developed previously [Furutsu, 1955, 1957a, 19S7b, 1959, 
1963] . The bas ic terrain consis ts of three sections of different heights a nd elec tri cal prope rties 
with a ridge at each section boundary. T his terrain is illustrated in fi gure 1. Using thi s model 
the field may be found over a n inho mogeneous earth path consisting of three sec tions, s uc h as a 
land-sea-land path hav ing a bluff at each coas tline, a two ridge path , or a path including a plateau, 
e tc. 

The basic for mula of field s tre ngth can b e give n in a form of multiple residue se ries, whic h 
reduces to the ordinary Van der Pol and Bre mmer series in the special case of a homogeneous 
earth. Also the corresponding flat earth formula has been obtained in a n analytical form for the 
limited case where the earth 's surface is smooth and both the trans mitte r and receiver are on the 
ground [Furutsu, 1955]. This flat earth formula may be used for short distance paths when the 
s pherical earth formul a is poorly convergent. 

Figure 1 shows the basic terrain used in this paper, which consists of three sections of different 
earth radii, a2, a4, and a6, and different propagation constants, k2, k4' and k6, respectively, with 
ridges of radial heights, a3 and a5 (measured from the earth's center to the tops of the ridges), at 
two boundaries of the three ~ections. The transmitter and the receiver are located at the points 

FIGU RE 1. The geometry of the basic terrain fo r equation 
(1.2). 
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Xl and X7 whose radial heights are Zl and Z7, respectively. Also, the path lengths along these three 
sections are respectively r2, r4, and rs, which are assumed to be measured along a mean earth 
surface of radius a. 

The attenuation coefficient A is defined in such a way that, if E is the field strength to be 
obtained, 

E=2AEo, (Ll) 

where 'A is the wave length in free space. Thus, Eo may be regarded as the field strength in free 
space excited by a dipole of the moment (47T)- 1 (in Gaussian units). 

Then, according to formula (38) in [Furutsu, Wilkerson, and Hartmann, 1964), the attenua· 
tion A in this particular case becomes as 

0.2) 

where C2, C4, and Cs are the numerical distances corresponding to the distances T2, T4, and Ts, i.e., 

Cs = (rs/a) (k1a/2)1/3, 

and 

Yij=Yi-Yj, 

where Yi (i= 1,2, ... , 7) are the numerical heights defined by 

i=2,3, ... ,6. 

Here the set of tm (m= 2,4,6) stands for the roots of the equation 

where W'(t) is the first derivative of the function Wet) defined by 

W(- t) = (7Tt/3)1 /2e-i2rr/3H\71 (~ t3/2) , 

and 

with 

k' = m 

qm =- i(k1a/2)1/3(kdk;"), 

(k~tV k~ - ki, 

k2/Vk2 -k2 
1 m l' 

Vertical Polarization 

Horizontal Polarization. 
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Also 

ftm(y) = W(tm - y)/W(tm), 

J;'m ~Y) = W'(tm - y)/W'(tm) =q;;..1 W'(tm - y)/W(tm), (1.9) 

where ftm(y) is the ordinary height gain function . From these definitions it follows that 

(l.lO) 

The corresponding attenuation coefficient in the flat earth approximation can be given in terms 
of the following functions: 

8 (z) =- eZ' e-t'dt, 2 f "" 
"";;z 

(l.lla) 

g(n)(z, a) = (aJaz)ntf/(z, a) = 2(1 + ( 2){.?<8(n- 1l(z, a) + (n - 1)C(n- 2)(z, a)} -(2/"";;) a"- Ifj(n- I)(az), 

X(J)(z, {3 , a) = (a/az)X(z, {3, a)=2(l+a2+{32)zX(z, (3, a)-(2/Vrr) 8 (az)8 ({3z). (l.Ub) 

with the relations 

C (z, a) = f,J (z) C(az) - 8 (az, a-I), a > 0 

8(z) 8 ({3z, a)- f} (z, {3 , a)= 8(a{3z) fj({3z, {3- 1)_f,J (a{3z, a - I, (3- I) 

a, (3 > O. (l.llc) 

The attenuation coefficient, A, is given in appendix A for the general case. In the special case of 
k~ = k~, which may be practically most important (land·sea-land and sea-land-sea paths), the attenua
tion is given by 

A=-V; [8(1)(iyP;)+2i~ (k~~k~r [~tan-lJ~ tf!(i~) 
- 8 (tv'm2P4, Y(m4 + m6)/m2) - /j (iY m6p4, Y(m2 + m4)/m6) 

+ [J (iYm2P 4, Ym6/m2, Y m4/m6) + tf! (iYm6P4, Ym2/m6, Ym4/m2) 

+ (8 (i Y P4(m4 + m2» - f,J (i Y m2p4, Y m4/m2» 8 (i Y m6P2)} 
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+ ( f} (i Y p2(m4 + m6» - f} (i Y m4p2, Y m6/m4» (J(2)(i Y m2p2) 

+ ( (J (i Y p2(m4 + m2» - f} (i Y m4p2, Y m2/m4» fj (2)(i Y m6P2) 

- 2i(Y(m4 + m6)p2 f} (l)(i Y p2(m4 + m6), Y m2/(m4 + m6» 

+ Y(m4 + m2)p2 €l(1)(i Y p2(m4 + m2), Y m6/(m4 + m2»)} 

{ ( k' )2 k' - k' } { + 2 k~ ~ k~ + k! + k1- 1 fd(i Y p2(m4 + m6), Y m2/(m4 + m6» 

+ fJ (i Y p2(m4 + m2), Y m6/(m4 + m2»} 

-2 (k~ ~ k~r {;tan- 1 ~ m7~6 €l(i V/h)+X(i Y m4P2, Y m6/m4, Ym2/m4)} Jl 
(1.12) 

Here 

m6= r6/r, 

(1.13) 

and P2 and P4 are the total Sommerfeld's numerical distances measured by the ground constants 
k2 and k4, respectively. 

Using the identities 

fj(iY m2p4, vi m6/m2, Y m4/m6) - f} (iY m2p4) f}(iY m6p4, Y m4/m6) 

+ f} (iYm6P4, Ym2/m6, Ym4/m2)- f} (iYm6P4) €lUYm2P4, Ym4/m2) 

=-X(iYm6P4, Ym2/m6, Ym4/m6)-x(iYm2P4, Ym6/m2, Y m4/m2) 

=X(iYm4P4, Ym6/m4, Ym2/m4)- fj (iYm2P4) f} (iYm4P4) fj (iYmsP4), (1.14) 

the formula (1.12) in the special case of k~(= k~) = k~ can be shown to reduce to that for a homoge
neous earth of the ground constant k 2 • The analytic expansions of the functions used are treated 
in appendix B. 

The Sommerfeld numerical distances P2 and P4 introduced in (1.13) and the numerical dis· ;~ 

tances C2, C4, and C6 defined by (1.3) are related by 

(LlS) 
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When the frequency is low enough so that Em is much less than 18 (I71I If, the Sommerfeld nu
merical distance is given by 

(1.l6) 

In the above, f is the frequency in Mc/s, (Im is the conductivity in millimho/m and ri is the distance 
in km. 

In concluding this section, it may be noticed that the theory is valid independent of the incident 
angles of wave on the boundary lines of sections, except in the immediate vicinities of the bound
aries. On the other hand, it does not take into account the possible wave components which are 
reflected several times between the two boundaries of sections (fig. I) and are finally propagated 
to the receiver. In the case of mixed paths (smooth earth), the attenuation also has been obtained 
in terms of convolution integrals [Feinberg, 1944, 1946, 1959; Bremmer, 1954; Wait and House
holder, 1956, 1957; Wait, 1961], and is usually computed by a numerical method. 

2. Three-Section Mixed Paths 

In fi gure 2a, the flat earth value (broken line) of the attenuation is compared to th e spherical 
earth value (solid line) for a sea-land·sea path (curve I) and also a land-sea-land path (curve 4). 
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cal earth values Jor various combinations oj the ground constants, when [, = f 4 = f6 and the sea has 
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The graph is plotted against the total Sommerfeld numerical distance, p, measured using the con
ductivity of the land, (h, (EL ~ (JL/fJ when r2 = r4 = r6 . The sea is assumed to be perfectly conduct
ing and the ground constant of the land is assumed to be q = 30e- irr /4 • In this figure, the curves 
2 and 3 are also shown when the paths are reduced to the mixed paths of two sections caused by 
putting q2 = q4. 

In fi gure 2b, the attenuations are found for the same paths on the same conditions as in figure 
2a except that instead of a perfectly conducting sea the ratio of the sea conductivity, (Js, to that of 
the land, (JL, is assumed to be 400 (this gives the ground constant q = 1.5e- i1T /4 for the sea parts). 
As in figure 2a, the curves are also shown for the associated two-section paths. 

As expected the spherical earth value approaches the flat earth value asymptotically at short 
distances in both figures . 

Figures 3a and 3b illustrate a set of curves of the attenuation and phase for land-sea-Iand paths 
when the earth is flat and (JS/(J I. = 400. They are displayed versus the total Sommerfeld numerical 
distance meas ured by using the land conductivity (JI., for various values of the parameter N = (r2 + r6) 

/r4 in the particular case of r2 = r6. 

It may be noticed from figure 3b that, in the case of the flat earth approximation, the phase 
delay of the attenuation coefficient for a land·sea-Iand path can exceed 7r for p P 1 and N ~ 1, when 
the finite conductivity of the sea is taken into account and the corresponding numerical distance of 
the sea part becomes of the order of magnitude of 1 or greater. A similar situation can also be 
seen for a land-sea path, a mixed path of two sections, on the same conditions. For comparison, 
the attenuation and the phase in the latter case of land-sea paths are also displayed in figures 4a 
and 4b on the same condition, (JS/(JI" = 400, as in figures 3a and 3b, where N = r2/r4, the ratio of the 
land part to the sea part, and p is the total Sommerfeld numerical distance measured by using the 
land conductivity (refer to the equations with T6 = 0 in fig. 3a). 
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3. Effect of a Mesa 

In order to illustrate the effect of a mesa the terrain is considered to be as shown in figure 5. 
The distances on each side of the mesa, Cz and C6, are both equal to 1 and the transmitter and the 
receiver are both on the ground. In figure 6a the attenuation is illustrated versus the numerical 
width of the mesa, C4, for its numerical height, Y3Z = Y 56 = 1 and 5. 

Also shown in this figure is the value of the attenuation which would be obtained if a ridge 
(broken line ) of the same height as the mesa (solid line) were placed at the midpoint of the path 
with the same total length. It definitely shows the obstacle gain (the higher the obstacle the smaller 
the attenuation), and also that the effect of the mesa width becomes greater with increasing height. 

The latter situation is also illustrated in figure 6b, where the attenuation relative to the cor
responding ridge value is shown versus the numerical height of the meas for various values of its 
width with the same values of other parameters as in figure 6a. 1 

4. Effect of Varying Receiver Height 

In the previous paper [Furutsu, Wilkerson, and Hartmann, 1964] the variation of the field 
strength was illustrated when the receiver was raised and the path was a mixed path of two sections 
(sea-land). A similar situation is illustrated in figure 7 for a mixed path consisting of three sections. 

In figure 8a, a path is selected corresponding to a land-sea-Iand path having the numerical 
distances C2 = 10, C4 = 1.0, and C6 = 0.7 with the ground constants q2 = q6 = - i 50 and q4 =- i 10-6 

and, keeping the transmitter (Xl) on the ground, the numerical height Y76 of the receiver (X7) is 
changed; the attenuation is shown by a solid line, while the broken and the chain lines are the 
associated mixed path values of two sections and the homogeneous earth values for q2 =- iSO, 
q4 = q6 =- i 10- 6, and qz = q4 = q6 =- iSO, respectively. The two optical boundary points of this 
path are found to be at Y76 = (0.7)2 and (1. 7)2. However, as is seen, the three section values ap
proach the two section values and then the homogeneous earth values at much higher points than 
these optical boundary points. It also shows some oscillation, which may be interpreted as an 
interference of the principal wave with the waves induced at the section boundaries. 

Figure 8b shows a similar illustration for a sea-land-sea path with the same values of the 
parameters involved except that q2 = q6 = - i 10- 6 and q4 = - i 50. 

5. Examples of Field Strength When the Obstacle Is an Island or a Channel 

In figure 9, a sea-land-sea path (island) is considered where the height of the island is 500 m. 
The transmitter and the receiver are both assumed to be on the ground, the wave frequency is 1 
Mc/s, and vertical polarization is assumed. The island is 200 km from the transmitter, and 
the electrical constants of the land are EL = 4, (JL = 10 millimho/m and those of the sea are E. = 80, 
(J. = 4000 millimho/m. 

! When the frequency is 300 Me/s, the va lue c4 = O.5 corresponds to the distance 14.2 km and the value Y:n=5 to the heigh t 238 m. 

FIGURE 7. The geometry and the optical boundary points 
for figures 8a and 8b. 
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LAND 

(a) a land-sea-Iand path. (b) a sea- land-sea path. 

FIGURE 9. The geometry of an island having bluffs for 
figures lOa and lOb. 

Figure lOa shows the field strength in dB (0 dB = 1 m Vim) versus distance (km) for several 
lengths of the island, when the 21Eol [defined by (l.l)] is assumed to be given by 300/(r2+r4+r6) 

mV/m.2 Figure lOb shows the corresponding phase delay in cycles. Here it may be noticed 
that the phase of Eo defined by (l.l) is the phase delay corresponding to the distance measured 
along the surface of a mean earth radius a (fig_ 1). In figure lOb and also in the following figures 
llb and 13b, the relative phase is displayed when this mean surface is taken at the sea level. 

Figures lOa and lOb show the recovery effect as well as the diffraction loss in the vicinity of 
the bluff at the seco~d coas tline. The effect of the bluffs may also be seen by comparing to figures 
lla and llb, in whi c h no bluff is assumed with the same values for other parameters as in figures 
lOa and lOb. 

1 This value is the field strength when the transmitter of a vertical electric dipole and the receiver are both placed on a perfectly conducting plane earth and the 
radiation power is lkW. 
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FIG URES 13a and 13b. An illustration oj (a) the field strength and (b) the phase delay versus distance Jar channel 
paths. 

In figure 12, a land-sea-land path is illustrated, where the height of the land sides are again 
500 m and the other conditions are assumed to be the same as in the preceding case of an island 
path. The solid lines in figure 13a show the field strength along the ground surface, while the 
broken line shows the field strength 500 m above the sea section, this being the same height as the 
land. Generally, the latter values would be lower than the former (up to about 6 dB) except for the 
vicinities of the bluff where the diffraction loss becomes predominant, si nce a smaller contribution 
is expected from the reflected wave from the sea surface. Figure 13b shows the corresponding 
phase delay. 

Finally. it may be noticed that, in figures 10, 11, and 13, the possible contribution of the sky
wave by the ionosphere is not taken into account, which becomes predominant at large distances 
[Wait and Walters, 19631-

6. Conclusion 
Numerical results based on previous papers [Furutsu, 1957a, 1957b, 1963] are presented for 

propagation over an inhomogeneous earth consisting of three sections with different heights and 
electrical properties; a ridge may also be located at each section boundary. This is illustrated 
in figure 1. 

The flat earth formula [Furutsu, 1955] is used to show the asymptotic approach of the spherical 
earth values and the corresponding flat earth values at short distances, although the flat earth for
mula is available only when the earth's surface is smooth and both the transmitter and the receiver 
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are on the ground. A set of curves is illustrated for the flat earth values of the attenuation and the 
phase delay of land·sea-land paths. It shows the fact that, when the finite conductivity of the sea 
is take n into account and the Sommerfeld numerical distance of the sea part becomes of the order 
of magnitude of 1 or greater, the phase delay of the attenuation coefficient can exceed 1T although 
it can not in the case of a homogeneous flat earth. 

The effect of a mesa, as illustrated in figure 5, is considered and the values of the attenuation 
are compared with the corresponding values obtained when the obstacle is a ridge of the same 
height. The mesa and the knife edge both exhibit the effect of the obstacle gain, and the effect 
of the mesa le ngth is found to become more predominant with increasing height. 

The variation of attenuation is also illustrated as the receiver is raised whe n the path is a 
land·sea-Iand path or a sea·land-sea path; this situation is illustrated in figure 7. As may be seen 
from this figure, the field strength computed over a three-section mixed path is expected to depe nd 
mostly on the sections closer to the transmitter as the receiver exceeds the heights of the optical 
boundary points. Thus the attenuation is compared with the mixed path values of two sections 
and further with the homogeneous earth values. However, the mutual approach of these values 
is found at much higher points than the corresponding optical boundary points. 

Finally, in figure s lOa, lOb, 13a, and 13b, the field strength and the phase delay are illustrated 
for a sea-land-sea path and a land-sea-land path, res pectively, when the land is 500 m above the 
sea ; both the transmitte r and the receiver are on the ground and the frequency is 1 Mc/s . The 
recovery effect as well as the diffrac tion loss in the vicinities of the bluffs at the coastlines are 
observed in these figures. 

Although the present theory is valid only for terrains with sharp vertical faces , as illustrated 
in figure 1, it may be available for other cases, in the same way as the knife edge model has been 
found to be useful for actual ridge diffraction of VHF waves. 

The author thanks R . E. Wilkerson, P erry H. Elder, and Raymond F. Hartmann for their help 
in obtaining the numerical results for this paper. 

7. Appendix A 

Putting 

[these notations pm'S are to be distinguished from the same notations used in (1.12)J, then 

- fl (i Y P4m2/m4, Y(m4 + m6)/m2) - B (i Y p4m6/m4, Y(m4 + m2)/m6) 

+ B (iYp4m2/m4, Ym6/m2, -v;;;;r;;;;,)+ B (iYp4m6/m4, ~, Ym4/m2)} 

+ (k' + k'~(k' + k ') {k~( S (i Y P4(m4 + m6)/m4) - B (i Y P4m6/m4, Y m4 /m6)) B (i yP;) 
4 2 4 6 

+ k~( S (i Y P4(m4 + m2)/m4) - B (i Y p4m2/m4, Y m4/m2)) fl (i ~) 
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r 
I 

+ k~ 8 (i yP;) fJ (i ~)8(i yP;;)} + (k~ ~ kJ Gi 8 (i Vp(;/m6) 

+ C?~ k~2) [(~) {k~ 8 (i V p2(m4 + m2)/m2) f} (i yP;;) 

- k~ 8 (i V p2m6/m2, V(m4 + m2)/m(;)} - k~;~~;k:r) !f (i V P6(m4 + m2)/m6, V m6/(m4 + m2))] 

+ (k~2 ~ k?) [ (~) {k~ f} (i V P6(m4 + m6)/ m6) B (i yP;) 

- k~ f} (i V P6m2/m6, V(m4 + m6)/m2)} - k~~~~;k:r) fJ (i V PZ(m4 + m6)/mZ, Vm2/(m4 + m6))] 

+ C?~k~2) [(~i ~ ~D {k~ 8 (i yP;) f} (i V P6m4/m6, Vms/m4) 

8. Appendix B 

The func tion iJ (z, f3, a) can be given in terms of the x-function using the relation (l.llc). 
Therefore, in this appe ndix, the analytical expansions will be given only for the fun ctions If (z), 
fJ (z, a) and X(z, a, (3) . 

When a and f3 are real positive, the definitions of these function s in (l.lla) give the following 
expressIOns: 

-
8 (z) = ez 2 - fJ (z), 

2 - -
[j (z , a) = - (tan - 1a - l )e(1 +a2)z2 - ea2z2 B (z) + B (z, at 

7T 

-
X(z, (3, a) = X(z, a, (3) = e/32z2 B (z, a) + ea2z2 6' (z, (3) 

+ X(O, a, (3)e{l + a 2 + (32)Z2 - ela ' +(3 2)z2 cf(z) - X(z, a, (3). (B 1) 

Here 

(0 (3) = ~ - I [(1- a(3)Yl + a 2 + (32 + a(3(a+ (3)] X ,a, tan , 
7T (a + (3)Y1 + a 2 + f32 + af3(af3 -1) 

- 2 1z 
fd (z) = v:;;. ez 2 0 e- t2dt, 

(B2) 
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The power series expansions of B (z), if (z, a), and X(z, a, f3) with respect to z are given by 

00 

8(z) = Len, 
n=I 

(B3) 

8(z, a) = i dn , 
n=l 

(B4) 

d l =11 = (2/71')az2, 

00 

x(z, a, f3) = L Xn, 
n=I 

(B5) 

While (Bl) gives the power series expansions with respect to z, the asymptotic expansions 
for large values of z are found to be given by the following equations : 

Izl » 1, I arg(z)I < 371'/4, 
n-l/2 

gn =- -Z-2 -gn- J, 
1 

go=---=-' 
V7rZ 

(B6) 
n=O 

R == Vl+a2 z , IRI» 1, larg (R)I < 371'/4, 

IRI» 1, larg (R)I < 37r/4, (B7) 

with 

ho ={j(az) {j (f3z) , 

Here the jn(Y, R)'s used in (Bl) and (B8) are defined by 

jo= {J(yR), 
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A = (1- y2)R-2, 

In all the above equations, both a and f3 are assumed to be real and positive. However, these 
equations may also be used for complex values of a and f3 if the proper formulas are used. These 
formulas may be found using analytic continuation. 
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